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Errata and Addenda 
Volume 46, No. 3 (1974), in the article, “Minimization of Seminorms on 
a Topological Vector Space. Duality and Characterization Theorems,” 
by Vasant A. Ubhaya, pp. 635-657, the following corrections and addenda 
should be noted. 
Page 640, line 14. In the proof of Theorem 1 replace the statement “since U 
is balanced, b > 0 . ...” by “since U is open, 0 E U, b > 0 . . . .” 
Page 643, Theorem 2’. Equation (3.8) should be as follows. Suppose 
HEX-fi, then 
inf Ilg -fll = max Re(x*(g)lll x* II) 3 sup Re(x*Wll x II). 
fM s*Ecc(l).z*#o* r*Eco(l).z*#0* 
Page 650. In Section 4, last paragraph, second line, the correct statement is 
“... for the cases of a cone K and a vector subspace I’, (2.9) may be replaced 
by z* E K(X*) with Re(z*(h)) = 0 and z* E v”(X*), respectively. It is . . . .” 
In Section 5.1, it should be assumed that X is reflexive. The “sup” and 
“at(B)” in Eqs. (5.4), (5.9), (5.11), (5.14) and (5.15) should be replaced, 
respectively by, “max” and “Cl(ac(B))” which is the weak closure of at(B). 
Remark 5 and the part of Eq. (5.8) following the second equality should be 
disregarded. The following changes should be made in the proof of Theorem 6. 
Redefine D by 
D=(~f+(l--)f,:fi~Q’,fi~F,O<ol~l} 
and observe that D is convex. (The proof should be read with this D in mind 
and 01 > 0). In the same paragraph replace the statement “En Q’ = 
E n F = ia implies 0 < 01 < 1” by “E n Q’ = ia implies 0 < 01 < 1.” The 
last five lines at the end of the proof should read “If 7 < 0 then (S/7)f E F 
and hence (xQ)f~ D for all 0 < X < 1. By (5.22) with c = 6 we have 
S 3 @S/v) Re(u*( f )) for all 0 < X < 1, which shows that (5.24) holds if 
let h -+ 1. If 7 > 0, then (S/q) f E E and by (5.22) with c = S we have 
S < (S/q) Re(u*( f )). Thus (5.24) holds. Finally (5.24) holds for 71 = 0 by 
continuity.” 
In the framework of Section 3.1 a result under stronger conditions may 
be stated as follows. 
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THEOREM. If the weak* closed convex hull a(L) of L is weak* compact 
and 0* C$ ET(L) t?zen 
inf // g - f 11 = max (Re(x*(g)/ll x* II), g E X - K. 
fEK Z’EZ(L) 
This expression may be derived from (2.21), (3.4) and the following. If Z(L) 
is weak* compact and 0* @G(L) then 
E(L) = {WC* : CY 3 0 and x* EC?(L)}. 
An example is provided by what follows. Let 57 denote the space of all 
bounded complex valued functions f(s) = jr(s) + if2(s) on some set S with 
norm II f II = (f&N” + (f2(4)“Yf2 and L be the set of all continuous linear 
functionals x,* for s E S defined on g by x,*(f) = afi(s) + /If,(s) for some 
fixed reals OL, ,6 with 01~ + 8” > 0. 
